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Review:

a) The thesis addresses the network traffi.c analysis based on the encrypted communication

monitoring. This is a highly actuai topic.

b,c) It is focused on a very specific goal, the representation of the message set of the network

communical'ion. Ťhese sets come fronr tlre u.eb proxy logs and simi|ar SourCeS.

The author presents a deep analysis of the idea to represent the set of rnessages as a histo-

gram. The thesis is well written. It contains a review of relevant works, proposed ideas are

tested on four flaw-based datasets and the results are presented in tables and graphs. Tlie

text is accornpanied by illustrative figures and pseudo,code for algorithms.

d) The work brings several new results. First, the feasibility study to represent the message set as

a histogram with severai recommendations: the use of soft histograms, 11 bin discretization,

pivot indexing, and a MapReduce algorithm for fast pat'allei (approxirnate) evaluation of

k-nearest neighbour queries.

From the theoretical point of view is the most interesting the Section 7. The author reviews

reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. He selects a kernel for probability distributions, the ma-

ximum mean discrepancy MMD, and reviews its approximations. Compared to a random

selection of basic features (1L matrix) he presents an algorithm that select the basis with

respect to a specific problem. He shows the improvement of such approach compared to the

state-of art algorithms in three experiments. Furthermore, an application of this algorithm

in SVM is presented.

The thesis concludes with an experiment on categoricai (bag of words) data.



e) The results can be applied to practical network traffic monitoring. The work relates to four

issued and one pending patent.

The work is published in three journal papers that have citations alreadv.

Topics for discussion and/or further research:

1) Does your histogram representation replace other features (statistics, fft, initial sub-sequences,

other logs or knowledge bases) or how would you combine multiple sources of information?

2) It is nice to see a model based approach in the flood of deep learning. Can your relate to

these works in terms of the performance and the possible idea exchange?

3) Technicai question: Why are the results of Any-P better than Any-F (page 82)? Any-F has

more information. I would exoect better results.

The dissertation fulfills the conditions of independent creative work and it contains original and

published results of scientific work and patents.

I recornmend to accept the work as a doctoral thesis.
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